
99 900 €99 900 €

For sale apartmentFor sale apartment

3 rooms3 rooms

Surface : 66 m²Surface : 66 m²

Year of construction :Year of construction : 1960

Exposition :Exposition : Sud ouest

View  :View  : Dégagée

Features :Features :

double glazing, gated, electric shutters 

2 bedroom

1 terrace

1 show er

1 WC

1 cellar

Energy class (dpe) : Energy class (dpe) : D

Emission of greenhouse gases (ges) : Emission of greenhouse gases (ges) : E

Document non contractuel
25/05/2023 - Prix T.T.C

Apartment 63 RodezApartment 63 Rodez

Discover this great opportunity through this type 3 apartment with balcony, bright
with an unobstructed view. This apartment in the process of well advanced
renovation will leave you the possibility of personalizing the living room as you
please. In addition, this apartment is classified D at the DPE level with the new
regulations! State of the renovation : - All demolition work has been done so all that
remains is to customize! - The joinery has been changed - The electrical panel has
been changed - The SDE has been renovated - The WC has been renovated - The
1st bedroom has been renovated (only the bottom of the walls remain to be
repainted), REAL PARQUET on the floor - The second bedroom is to be finished
(walls: plaster and paint or other coating) REAL PARQUET on the floor - The living
room is to be personalized as you wish, we have put an example of contemporary
home staging for your information This apartment offers you in addition : - A
balcony of 5.64 m² - A large cellar of 8.23m² - Children&#39;s playground at the
bottom of the residence It is located on the 2nd floor without lift of a secure
residence Many parking lots are available at the bottom of the residence The + of
his situation : - At the bottom of the residence you will find a BAKERY, BUTCHER,
PARK - Accessible nearby you will find a SCHOOL (5 min walk / 2 min by car),
GROCERY (2 min walk), PHARMACY (3 min walk), HEALTH CARE (7 min walk / 3
min by car), TRAIN STATION (5 min by car) and CITY CENTER (5 min by car) - BUS
to the CITY CENTER - HOSPITAL - CATHEDRAL - MUSEUM This property is perfect
for a MAIN RESIDENCE or an INVESTOR wishing to acquire a property to
PERSONALIZE TO YOUR TASTE! Home staging visible via the link below:
https://book.rhinov.pro/344684?
apiKey=60f6934bac0df274ca84e6a838fb82bd&amp;fullscreen=true For all
information / visits contact your advisor on 0760579065 or by email
contact@occimmoconseil.com 
Fees and charges :
Well condominium
17 lots in the condominium 99 900 € fees included 

OCC’Immo Conseil - 19 Av. Jean Monnet - 12000 Rodez
Tél: 05 65 68 00 92 - contact@occimmoconseil.com

RCS Rodez B 837 607 753Code NAF 6831Z - SIRET 83760775300022 - 
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